
STATE OF INDIANA

ST; JOSEPH COUNTY

) IN THEST.I0SBPH SUPERIOR COURT
)SS:
) CAUSE NO. 7lDO<t -1605-F5-0000'tJ.

STATE OF INDIANA )
)

VS. )
)

WR.LlAM E. EVANS, JR )
DOB: ••..- ...1969 E.D ... )_.• FIL. ..

MAY24201&
Clerk

StJoseph SuPerIor Court

INFORMATION IN FOUR COUNTS:
COUNTI: CHILD EXPLOITATION,
LEVEL SFELONY
COUNT II: POSSESSION OF CHILD
PORNOGRAPHY,. LEVEL 6 FELONY
COUN1JI: POSSESSION OF CHILD
PORNOORAPHY,LEVEL 6.FELONY
COUNT IV: POSSESSION OF CHILD
PORNOORAPHY, LEVEL 6 FELONY

COUNT!

KENNETHP. COTTER, upon information and belief,. affinns under penalty of perjury that:
,
On or about February 11,2016 in St. Joseph County, State of Indiana, WILLlA~ME.

BYANS, JR did knowingly disseminate, exhibit to' another person, offer to disseminate or exhibit

to another person,. matter that depicts or describes 'sexual conduct by a child under eighteen (18)

years of age, to wit a file named U000247.JPE" that contains what appears to be pre.pubescent

. female under the age of eighteen (18) years old whose vagina is,uncovered and visible~

All of which is contrary to the form of the statutes in such cases made and provided by

I.C. 3S-42-44(b)(l )~and against the peace and dignity of the State of Indiana.

COUNT II

KENNETH P. COlTER, upon information and belief~ affirms under penalty of perjury that:

On or about December 22,. 2015, in St. Joseph County, State ofIndiana, WILLIAM E.

BYANS, JR did knowingly possess a digitized image that depic.ls sexual conduct a child. that

appears to .be less than eighteen (18) years old, and lacks serious literary, artistic" political, or



scientific value, to wit: a jpg file that shows: a female child who appears to be pre..pubescent and

less than eighteen (18) years old, nude and lying on her back with her legs spread and folded,

exPosing her bare buttoeksand part of her bare vagina.

All of which is contrary to the form of the statutes in such cases made and provided by

I.e. 3S-42-4-4( c), and against the peace and dignity of the State of Indiana.

eOUNIllI

KENNETH P. eOTIER, upon information and belief, affuIDsunder penalty ofpeIjury that:

ODor abouUanuary 3, 2016, in St. Joseph County, State of Indiana, WILLIAM. E.

EVANS, JR did knowingly possess a.digitized. imagethatdepic.ts sex.ual conduct a child that

appeal'S to be less'than eighteen (18) years old, and lacks serious literary,. artistic, political, or

sci~nQficvalue. to wit: ajpg file that shows a female child who appears to be pre-pubescent and

less than eighteen (18) years old, nude and lying on her back ona table with her wrists and

ankles bound by rope. The legs of the child are spread and in. the air, exposing her bare vagina.

All of which is contrary to the form of the statutes in such cases made and provided by

I.e.3S-42-4-4( c), and against the peace and dignity of the State of Indiana.

cOUNT IV

KENNETH P. eOITER, upon information and belief, affmns under penalty of perjury that:

On or about February 11, 2016" in St. Joseph County, State of Indiana, WILLIAM B.

BYANS, JR did knowingly possess a digitized image. that depicts sexual conduct a child that

appearsto be ,less than eighteen (18) years old, and lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or

scientifi.c value, to wit: a jpg file that shows a compilation of four digital images consisting of an

adult female,perfOmiing fellatio on a young pre-pubescent male who appears to be less than

eighteen (18) years old.



All of which is contrary to the fonn of the statutes in.such cases made and provided by

I.C. 35-42+4( c), and against the peace and dignity of the State of Indiana.

I affirm under the penalties for perjury that the foregoing representations are true.

Probable cause found. Arrest warrant ordered issued. Bond set at $ st.'} IaV -'

Corporate surety or $ . 5(vro cash in lieuthere.of; so found this day the

___ .:2.._1_.. _'"day of May, 2016, at /2,~:3.2 ~ 'J?14, •..trtp.t: t~v.J..

~e-ltbtz.Ii/?tt-
JUDGE, ST. JOSEPH SUPERIOR COURT

WITNES~ES:

Eric Tamashasky, SJCPD
Mitchell Kajzer, St. Joseph County Prosecutor's Office
Dallas Swathwood,St Joseph County Prosecutor's Office
Phil Williams, SJCPD
Thomas Messner, USSS



IN THE ST. JOSEPH SUPERIOR COURT

CAUSE NO. 7IDOL-1605-~~

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT IN
SUPPORT OF :RjiLWJ\USE

)
)8S:
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

wn.LIAM E. EVANS, JR
DOB:_1969

MAY24201&
Clerk. Court

Investigator Mitchell D. Kajzer, Saint Josephclbn"'~1Jt1::;s, Office, swears or
affirms that

STATE OF INDIANA

ST~JOSEPH COUNTY

STATE OF INDIANA

VS.

I, Mitchell D. Kajzer, am a swom police investigator employed by the 81. Joseph County
Prosecutor's Office in South. Bend, Indiana, having been employed as such since: June 1,2015.
Since 1989, I have worked in Iswenforcement in anwnber of capacities, including 11 years as.s
City of South Bend police officer and six years as commander of the High Tech Crimes Unit of
the St. Joseph County, IN Prosecutors Office. Moreover, I have nine years of experience in the
private sector as a programmer, computer network engineer,. and civilian forensic computer
examiner.

In my capacity as an investigator,. 1work out of the Cyber Crimes Unit of the 81. Joseph

County, IN Police Department Among my assigned duties is:the investigation.ofhigh-tecb
crimes, crimes involving the Intemet, and Internet crimes against children, including child
exploitation, child pomography, and child sexual trafficking.

I have substantial training and experience in the area of compu~IS and the Internet. I
have been working with computers since 1984 and have attended over 1500 hours of computer-
related training. Moreover, I have investigated over 1200 cases of internet-related criminal
violations and have conducted over 1000 forensic computer examinations.

I hold thefollowing technology industry computer certifications: Microsoft Certified
Systems Engineer (MC8E), Microsoft Certified Professional with Internet Expertise (MCP +1),.

A+CertifiedComputer Technician (A+), and Certified Intemet Webmaster' Professiona1(CIP-P).
I am also trained as and hold the certificate of Forensic Computer Examiner through Key'



Computer Services in Key Largo, FL. In addition, I have received training in forensic computer
examinations and forensic ceJlular telephone examinations through the Federal Bureau of

Investigation Computer Analysis Response Team (FBI CART), the National White Collar Crime
Center (NW3C), Access Data Corporation, the United States Department of Defense, Katana
Forensics, and the High Tech Crime Institute. I have also received extensive training in the
investigation of online child exploitation, undercover Internet investigations, and child sexual
trafficking from multiple sources, including the National Center for Missing and Exploited

Children (NCMEC), NW3C,Intemet Crimes, and the National Center for Prosecution of Child

Abuse. I have been certified as a forensic computer examiner since 2003 and currently hold the
certification of Certified Computer Examiner (CCE) through the International Society of
Forensic Computer Examiners along with Certified Lantern Examiner from Katana Forensics.

I have an Associates of Science degree in Criminal Justice from Indiana University, a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology from Indiana University, and a Master of Arts degree in
Psychology (specializing in cognition, brain, and behavior) from the University of Notre Dame.

I am currently a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Notre Dame where my research focuses on
Internet child sexual exploitation. As part of this position, I have received extensive education as
to the psychological characteristics of those who sexually exploit children in addition to
conducting independent research related to sexual offenders. This includes psychological

characteristics of child sexual offenders, characteristics of Internet offenders, predictive text
mining of the actions of child sexual offenders, and child sexual trafficking and tourism. As part
of this research, I have multiple peer-reviewed journal publications and academic conference
presentations related to the psychology of Internet child sexual offenders. Moreover, I have been
teaching at the University of Notre Dame since 2012 and am currently the instructor of record for
three undergraduate courses that I created, designed, and wrote; 1) Introduction to Computer
Forensics, 2) Digital Analysis and Forensic Psychology of Cybercrimes, and 3) Forensic
Psychology Seminar.

As part of my assigned duties, I routinely assist other law enforcement agencies in the
investigation of high-tech crimes and Intemet crimes against children, including the sexual
trafficking of children. In this capacity, I routinely investigate, coordinate, assist, and conduct

undercover Internet enforcement operations.



The statements in this affidavit are based on my personal knowledge, and on information
that I have received from other law enforcement personnel and from persons with knowledge
regarding relevant facts of this investigation. I have not included each and every fact known to
me concerning this investigation.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

BitTommt is a conununications protocol for the practice of peer-to-peer (P2P) file
sharing and is used to distribute large amoWlts of data over the Internet. BitTorrent is one of the
most common protocols for transferring large files and it is estimated that P2P networks 8CCOWlt
for approximately 43% to 70010 of all Internet traffic. Most computers that are part of this
network are referred to as "peers" or "clients". A peer/client can simultaneously provide files to
some peers/clients while downloading files from other peers/clients. P2P file sharing allows
different users on common systems to search for files amongst other users and download those
shared files. The BitTorrent network can be accessed by peer/client computers via many different
BitTorrent network client (software) programs, examples of which include the BitTorrent client
program, uTorrent client program, and Vuze client program. A BitTorrent client is any program
that implements the BitTorrent protocol. Moreover, each peer/client is capable ofpreparing,
requesting, and transmitting any type of computer file over a network using the protocol. These
client programs are publically available and typically free P2P client software programs that can
be downloaded from the Internet. During the installation of typical BitTorrent network client
programs, various settings are established which configure the host computer to share files via
automatic uploading. Typically, as users download files or pieces of files from other peers/clients
on the BitTorrent network, other users (peers/clients) on the network are able to download the
files or pieces of files from them, a process which maximizes the download speeds for all users
on the network. Once a user has completed the download of an entire file or files, they can also
continue to share the flle with individuals on the BitTorrent network who are attempting to
download all pieces of the file or files, a process referred to as "seeding".

Files or sets of files are shared on the BitTorrent network via the use of "Torrents" (e.g.,
MyFile.torrent). A "Torrent" is typically a small file that describes the file(s) to be shared. It is
important to note that "Torrent" files do not contain the actual file(s) to be shared, but only
contain information about the file(s) a particular user is offering to share. This information



includes metadata about the files, containing things such as the name(s) of the file(s) being
referenced in the "Torrent" and the "info hash" oCthe ~'Torrentn. The "info hash" is a SHA-l
hash value of the set of data describing the file(s) referenced in the ~'Torrent". This set of data
includes the SHA-l hash value of each file piece in the torrent, the file size(s), and the file
name(s). The "info hash" of each ~'Torrent" uniquely identifies the "Torrent" file on the
BitTorrent network. Torrents can be created by users of these P2P file-sharing networks. A
torrent is like a roadmap of where certain files, in a certain order, are located for purposes of
downloading. Peers/clients that want to download the file must first obtain a torrent file for it.

These torrent files are commonly available via an Internet search. If the order of files is changed
by users, unique torrents would be created.

In order to locate "Torrent" files of interest and download the files that they describe, a
typical user will use keyword searches on torrent indexing websites. Torrent indexing websites
are essentially search engines that users on the BitTorrent network use to locate "Torrent" files
that contain directions on how to fmd the files they are looking to download. Torrent indexing
websites do not actually host the content (files) described by ~orrent" files, only the ~orrent"
files themselves. Once a "Torrent" file is located on the website that meets a user's keyword
search criteria, the user will download the ~'Torrent" file to their computer. The BitTorrent
network client program 00 the user's computer will then process that "Torrent" file in order to
fmd ~'Trackers" or utilize other means that will help facilitate finding other peers/clients on the
network that have all or part of the fde(s) referenced in the "Tomnt" file. It is again important to
note that the actual file(s) referenced in the "Torrent" are actually obtained directly from other
peers/clients on the BitTorrent network and not the ~'Trackers" themselves. Typically, the
"Trackers" on the network return infonnation about remote peers/clients that have recently
reported they have the same file(s) available for sharing (based on SHA-l "info hash" value
comparison), or parts of the same file(s), referenced in the "Torrent", to include the remote
peers/clients Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.

For example, a person interested in obtaining child pornographic images or videos on the
BitTorrent network can go to a torrent indexing website and conduct a keyword search using a
tenn such as "preteen sex" or "pthc" (pre-teen hardcore). The results of the keyword search are
typically returned to the user's computer by displaying them on the torrent indexing website.
Based on the results of the keyword search, the user would then select a "Torrent" ofinterest to



them to download to their computer from the website. TypicallYt the user will tum to their
BitTorrent client program to process the "Torrent" file. The program will search the Internet for
places acknowledging possession of the Torrent filets contents (i.e. the pieces). Once locatedt the
file or files are then downloaded directly from the computer(s) sharing the file or files. Typically,
once the BitTorrent network client has downloaded part of a file or filest it may immediately
begin sharing the part of the file or files it has with other users on the network. The BitTorrent
network client program succeeds in reassembling the file(s) from different sources only if it
receives "pieces" with the exact SHA-l hash value of that piece which is described in the
"Torrent" file. The downloaded file or files are then stored in an area (folder) previously
designated by the user and/or the client program on the user's computer or designated external

storage media. The downloaded file or files, including the torrent filet will remain in that location
until moved or deleted by the user. Law Enforcement can search the BitTorrent network in order
to locate individuals sharing previously identified child exploitation material in the same way a
user searches this network. Unlike public clients, the tool investigators received from the Internet
Crimes Against Children (lCAC) training only performs single-source downloads from a
computer at a single IP address, meaning that an entire file or files are downloaded only from a
computer at a single IP address as opposed to obtaining the file from multiple peers/clients on the
BitTorrent network. This procedure allows for the detection and investigation of those computers
involved in sharing digital flles of known or suspected child pornography on the BitTorrent
network. Further, our client never shares any pieces of any flles we obtain, so that we never
become part of the network of computers sharing pieces of Torrents that contain child

pornography.
During the query and/or downloading process from a suspect BitTorrent network client,

certain information may be exchanged between the investigator's BitTorrent client program and
the suspect client program they are querying and/or downloading a file from. This information
includes 1) the suspect client's IP address; 2) a confmnation from the suspect client that they
have pieces of the file(s) being requested, in whole or in part, and that the pieces of the file(s) is
being reported as shared from the suspect client program; and 3) the BitTorrcnt network client
program and version being utilized by the suspect computer. All of this is kept in a log file on the

investigatory computer.



INVESTIGATORY DETAILS

On February II~ 2016, Eric Tamashasky of the St. Joseph County Police Department I
was able to download files containing child pornography from the single IP address of
98.222.81.72. Through subpoenas, it was determined that the account information associated to
this IP address was locateda.Runaway Bay Circle,.Mishawak~ IN. On February 23,
2016, officers executed a search warrant at the residence located at8Runaway Bay Circle"
Mishaw~ IN. During the execution of that search warran4 two occupants of the residence
were located, WILLIAM E. EVANS, JR, and ARlEN EVANS. I mirandized and interviewed
ARlEN EVANS. The interview culminated in a determination that ARlEN EVANS was not
involved in the criminal activity. WILLIAM E. EVANS, JR. refused to speak with me and
requested an attorney. I seized a Toshiba laptop computer and a Samsung Galaxy cell phone

from the residence.
During a forensic examination of the Toshiba laptop computer, I determined that the

computer was owned and used by WILLIAM E. EVANS, JR. The registered owner of the
computer was listed as Billy and there was only one user account on the computer, an account
with the name of BiUy. Moreover, all Internet usage on the computer was related to the account
name ofBiUy and saved AutoFill information (name, address, email addresses, phone number)
was locat~ all related to WILLIAM E. EVANS, JR. I also located "selfie" pictures of
WILLIAM E. BVANS, JR. in which he is pictured with the computer. Moreover, a keyword
search for the string "evans7I03" (email information related to ARlEN EVANS) resulted in zero
hits while a keyword search for the string "billyevans369" (email information related to

WILLIAM E. EVANS~JR.) resulted in 3697 hits.
During the forensic examination, evidence was recovered indicating extensive activity

related to the distribution and possession of files depicting child pornography. This activity
included approximately 500 child pornography files in the Recycle Bin, the transferring and
viewing of child pornography files on external medi~ internet searches of known child
pornography tenns, and torrent files with names suggesting child pornography.

FACfS SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO COUNT I: CHILD EXPLOITATION

On February 11,2016, at 11:07 AM EST, the investigatory computer used by
Tamashasky was contacted by a computer with the IP address of 98.222.81.72 seeking pieces of



a Torrent of interest. Connection was made between the investigatory computer and the device at
98.222.81.72, but rather than the investigatory computer sharing pieces (which the program
cannot do), the investigatory computer began acquiring pieces from the computer of
98.222.81.72. Tamashasky was able to obtain enough pieces from the Torrent to view an entire
picture tiJe. Torrents download file structure also, when included inside the torrent. In this case,
Tamashasky was able to view a digital picture file that he obtained from 98.222.81.72, a file
named 000247.jpe. This digital picture showed a prepubescent female completely naked

standing before a tropical sunset background with her vagina bare vagina visible. The connection
with 98.222.81.72 terminated at 11:39 AM EST. Tamashasky believed that these images
showing exposed genitals of what appear to be individual Wider the age of 18 are intended to
satisfy or arouse the sexual desires of those who seek out these images.

FACfS SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO COUNT II: POSSESSION OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY

Each user on a Windows computer has their own recycle bin and this folder is named
using the user's Security Identifier (SID). A SID is a unique, immutable identifier ofa user and
the user has a single SID for the entire time that they have an account on a computer with the
operating system Microsoft windows. The only user account SID located in the Recycle Bin was
rorSID S-I-5-21-16727715-1983977707-2968835784-1000. Upon checking the registry on the

computer, this SID is tied to the user account of Billy. Each user account on a Windows system
has a private recycle bin and there is no co-mingling of deleted files or folders. When a user
deletes a file, that file is moved to the recycle bin under the SID of the user account that deleted
the file. Therefore, all of the files contained in the recycle bin ending in the SID 1000 were
placed there when the account of Billy was logged on to the computer.

For Windows versions 7 through 10, when a file is placed into the Recycle Bin, Windows
renames the file using the naming fonnat of$R<FileID>.ext. Moreover, Windows also creates a
new, corresponding file that contains metadata related to the file. This metadata includes
original file name, original file path, file size, and the time the date/time the file was placed into
the recycle bin. The naming format for this new file is 51<FileID>. <ext) and each of these SI
files corresponds with a matching SR file of the same name. The SR file contains the actual data

of the file that was deleted.



An examination of the Recycle Bin on the Toshiba laptop computer revealed hundreds of
files depicting child pornography located in the Recycle Bin folder associated with the account
of Billy, SID 8-1-5-21-16727715-1983971701.2968835184-1000. Among the files in the
recycle bin is a file named "SRQ658BU.jpg." This digital graphics file depicts one female child,
approximately ten years old. This child is completely nude with the exception of a pair of thigh-
high stockings, black in color. The child is lying on her back and her legs are spread and folded,
exposing her bare buttocks and part of her bare vagina.

An examination of the $1 file associated with the file $RQ658BU.jpg indicates that the
original directory on the computer where the file was saved was C:\Users\Billy\Downloads.
Within that directory, this file was saved to a subdirectory of\Underage Nadja Full Collection
achim-project\Gallery 021 and the original file name was IMG_8252.jpg. Moreover, upon
decoding the hex code in the $1 file, this file was placed in the recycle bin on 12/2312015 at
03:36:30 UTC. This corresponds with a local time of 12122/2015 at 22:36:30, GMT - 5 hours.

FAcrs SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO COUNT m: POSSESSION OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY

An examination of the Recycle Bin on the Toshiba laptop computer revealed hundreds of
files depicting child pornography located in the Recycle Bin folder associated with the account
of Billy, SID 8-1-5-21-16121115.1983911107-2968835784-1000. Among the files in the
recycle bin is a file named "SRRY2RUO.jpg." This digital graphics file depicts one female child,
approximately ten years old. This child is completely nude and is lying on her back on what
appears to be a kitchen table. The child's wrists and ankles are bound with rope and she is tied
to the table. The legs of the child are spread and in the air, exposing her bare vagina.

An examination of the $1 file associated with the file SRR72RUO.jpg indicates that the
original directory on the computer where the file was saved was C:\Users\Billy\Downloads.
Within that directory, this file was saved to a subdirectory of \New Folder and the original file
name was homytoad's best cp ptn Ism pthc (l64).jpg. Moreover, upon decoding the hex code in
the $1 file, this file was placed in the recycle bin on 01/0312016 at 17:43:25 UTe. This
corresponds with a local time of 0110312016at 12:43:25, GMT - 5 hours.

FAcrs SPECIPICALLY RELATED TO COUNT IV: POSSESSION OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY



An examination of the Recycle Bin on the Toshiba laptop' computer revealed hundreds of
files depicting child pornography located in the Recycle Bin folder associated with the account
of Billy, SID S.I.5.21.16727715.1983977707.296883578~.lOOO. Among the files in the
recycle bin is a file named "SRPX467V.jpg." This digital graphics file is a compilation
consisting of four digital images. In these images are two toddlers, each of whom appeasr to be
under the age of three years old .. Also in the images is an adult female. Both children and the
female adult are nude and the children are in a bathtub. In one of the, images, the adult female is

grasping the penis of one of the children. In two other photos,. the adult female is perfonning
fellatio on one of the children.

An examination of the $1 file associated with. the fde SRPX467V.jpg indicates that the
original directory on the computer where the fIle was saved was C:\Users\Billy\Downloads.
Within that directory, this' file was saved to a subdirectory of \New Folder and the original file
name was Pthc - Mom Licks & Plays With Little Boys Dicks - New!! - Pedo, Incest.".. Share
More Mom~ & Kids (abt5 yo.jpg. Moreover, upon decoding the hex code in the SI fde, this. file
was placed in the recycle bin on 0211112016 at 16:20:36 UTe. This corresponds with a local

time of02l11/2016 at II :20:36, GMT - 5 hours.
All of the above events occurred within St. Joseph County, Indiana.

I affirm, under the penalties for perjury that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the

foregoing is true.

~/1~
Mitchell D. K.ajzer
St. Joseph County Prosecutor's Office
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